
Rapido Trains Inc. is excited to reveal its latest production of the highly popular Gunderson 53’ 
Husky Stack single-unit well car in HO scale.
The Gunderson 53’ single-unit double-stack well car is the latest iteration of the famous Husky-
Stack and every intermodal train includes at least a few of this type. Over 3,000 cars have 
been built for TTX Company (DTTX), Canadian Pacific (CP), Ferromex (FXE) and the Arkansas 
& Oklahoma (AOK) and can be seen all over the USA and Canada.
We’re also offering another selection of our very popular 53’ dry box container (with optional 
heater box and fuel tank) at the same time. The insulated dry boxes are ubiquitous to intermodal 
trains across North America. While a good portion of these containers can be found on domestic 
trains across Canada, they are also seen throughout the US Midwest and as far south as New 
Orleans.
The containers will also come with an optional heater box and fuel tank, correctly decorated 
and installed as appropriate for each paint scheme. All containers come assembled with an 
easily-removable floor so that additional weight can be added as-desired by the end customer.

• See-through etched metal walkways
• Fully die-cast body for exceptional weight balance
• Injection moulded plastic end handrails and brake 

detailing
• Accurate painting and lettering
• Free-rolling 70-ton trucks with 33” metal wheels
• Metal knuckle couplers

The 53’ Husky Stack Well Car features:

GUNDERSON 53’
HUSKY STACK WELL CAR

AND CONTAINERS

THEY’RE BACK!

WELL CAR WITHOUT CONTAINERS
 2-PACK $99.95 USD $119.95 CAD
 6-PACK $299.85 USD $359.85 CAD

WELL CAR WITH TWO CONTAINERS
 SINGLE $67.95 USD $79.95 CAD
 3-PACK $203.85 USD $239.85 CAD

ORDER DEADLINE AND EXPECTED DELIVERY TO BE ANNOUNCED



AND CONTAINERS

GUNDERSON 53’
HUSKY STACK WELL CAR

DEALER
NAME

WELL CAR WITHOUT CONTAINERS
 2-PACK $99.95 USD $119.95 CAD

 6-PACK $299.85 USD $359.85 CAD

WELL CAR WITH TWO CONTAINERS
 SINGLE $67.95 USD $79.95 CAD

 3-PACK $203.85 USD $239.85 CAD

CONTAINERS INCLUDED WITH WELL CARS WILL BE 
RANDOMLY SELECTED BASED ON THE PAINT SCHEME.

WELL CAR WITH TWO CONTAINERS*
401059 3-PACK
401059A SINGLE CAR

Car Numbers: 5130
5173
5315

WELL CARS WITHOUT CONTAINERS
401060 6-PACK
401060A 2-PACK

Car Numbers: 5105 + 5231
5206 + 5294
5166 + 5309

Ferromex (FXE)

WELL CAR WITH TWO CONTAINERS*
401055 3-PACK
401055A SINGLE CAR

Car Numbers: 73503
73545
73609

WELL CARS WITHOUT CONTAINERS
401056 6-PACK
401056A 2-PACK

Car Numbers: 73519 + 73623
73530 + 73649
73585 + 73675

Arkansas & Oklahoma (AOK)

WELL CAR WITH TWO CONTAINERS*
401054 SINGLE CAR Car Number: 654611

Trailer Train (DTTX) “On Track for A Cure”

WELL CAR WITH TWO CONTAINERS*
401061 3-PACK
401061A SINGLE CAR

Car Numbers: 645088
645314
645472

WELL CARS WITHOUT CONTAINERS
401062 6-PACK
401062A 2-PACK

Car Numbers: 645190 + 645661
645224 + 645743
645547 + 645978

Trailer Train (TTX) As-Delivered

WELL CAR WITH TWO CONTAINERS*
401057 3-PACK
401057A SINGLE CAR

Car Numbers: 527022
527128
527307

WELL CARS WITHOUT CONTAINERS
401058 6-PACK
401058A 2-PACK

Car Numbers: 527091 + 527265
527050 + 527188
527101 + 527233

Canadian Pacific (CP)

WELL CAR WITH TWO CONTAINERS*
401063 3-PACK
401063A SINGLE CAR

Car Numbers: 645259
645426
646851

WELL CARS WITHOUT CONTAINERS
401064 6-PACK
401064A 2-PACK

Car Numbers: 645887 + 646558
646012 + 646266
646570 + 647089

Trailer Train (TTX) Patched Logo

ORDER DEADLINE AND EXPECTED DELIVERY TO BE ANNOUNCED



• Heavy diecast frame with super detailed piping and traction cables
• Detailed Blomberg trucks, with and without outside brake shoes
• Traction motor details on gearbox
• Working track lights, class lights, control stand lights and flashing belt
   pack light on select mother-slug sets (Late sets)
• Multiple battery box styles
• Spark arrestors or open exhaust stacks as appropriate
• Metal side handrails
• Working ditch lights on 4000, 4100 and 7000 series locos
• Front and rear plows or curved plate pilots on appropriate road numbers
• Footboard pilots on mother units
• Detailed walkway tread

In the early 1980s, CN embarked on a rebuild program in their Pointe Ste. Charles shops to extend the operating lives of the GP9s.
The “GP9RM” was the result, which was divided into three groups: The 4000/4100 series were rebuilt as road units, the 7000 
series as switchers and the 7200/200 series as “mother” and “slug” pairs. The slugs lacked a prime mover, instead drawing power 
from the mother to operate the traction motors. The long hoods were cut down and ballast added to help weigh them down.

The GP9RM fleet included a chopped short hood, addition of three coloured marker lights on both ends, the bell moved to the side 
of the hood and the dynamic brake blister converted to intake filters. Internally, the units had upgraded 16-645C prime movers 
and improved electrical systems. The 4000/4100 series road units were changed to have the short hood end designated as the 
front, with the control stand reoriented, while the 7000/7200 switchers retained the long hood designated as the front. As with 
any rebuild project, there were differences from one loco to the next as well as minor changes over the ten year rebuild program. 
One could see these locos all across the CN North American system.

The Rapido GP9RM represents the locomotives rebuilt from the original phase II GP9 locomotives, with details corresponding to 
the earliest rebuilds, right on up to the last, in 1988. The biggest variation of the slug rebuilds was the use of Blomberg and Flexicoil 
trucks. Both variations are represented! Starting in 1994, CN applied Belt-Pack remote control systems to the 7200/200 series 
locomotives. Some of these new features included extra antennas and strobe lights – all details that will be featured on the 7200 
series from Rapido!

3D renders, subject to revisions before final production.

GMDD GP9RM / SLUG

• Fully powered! Motor tucked into frame and body
• Heavy diecast frame with super detailed piping and
   traction cables
• Detailed Blomberg trucks with outside brake shoes or 
   Flexicoil trucks
• Traction motor details on gearbox
• Metal side handrails
• Footboard pilots or curved plate pilots on appropriate
   road numbers
• Working head lights
• Both models will have: DC/Silent (21-pin DCC Ready) or
   DCC/ESU LokSound

The GP9RM Locomotive features: The GP9RM Slug features:

ORDER DEADLINE:

APRIL 17TH, 2023



DEALER NAME:GMDD GP9RM / SLUG

No Sound  $239.95 USD   No Sound  $269.95 CAD
w/Sound  $349.95 USD   w/Sound  $379.95 CAD

Canadian National (Stripes) GP9RM
Road # Item # (DC/Silent) Item # (DC/DCC/Sound)

4000 41001 41501

4005 41002 41502

4021 41003 41503

4028  41004 41504

4101 41005 41505

4105  41006 41506

4107 41007 41507

4110 41008 41508

Road # Item # (DC/Silent) Item # (DC/DCC/Sound)

7006 41009 41509

7007 41010 41510

7008 41011 41511

7009 41012 41512

Canadian National (Large Noodle) GP9RM

ORDER DEADLINE:
APRIL 17TH, 2023

Road # Item # (DC/Silent) Item # (DC/DCC/Sound)

7230 / 216 41013 41513

7236 / 237 41014 41514

7240 / 241 41015 41515

Canadian National (Early) GP9RM Mother and Slug
Road # Item # (DC/Silent) Item # (DC/DCC/Sound)

7203 / 253 41016 41516

7210 / 254 41017 41517

7221 / 256 41018 41518

Canadian National (Late) GP9RM Mother and Slug

GP9RM Single Locomotive

GP9RM Single Locomotive

GP9RM / Slug

No Sound  $439.95 USD   No Sound  $489.95 CAD
w/Sound  $669.95 USD   w/Sound  $709.95 CAD

GP9RM Mother and
*POWERED* SLUG



PC&F B-70-69/71/75
Boxcar

DEALER NAME:

Order Deadline
APRIL 17TH, 2023

Rapido Trains Inc. is proud to announce another essential modern freight car, the Pacific Car & Foundry B-70-
69/71/75 class boxcar in HO scale!

As the demand grew in the 70s for larger capacity boxcars, along with the need to replace aging 40’ cars, 
this series of 50’ double door boxes was produced by PC&F for the Southern Pacific and its subsidiary St. Louis 
Southwestern (SSW). Constructed between 1972 and 1975, these boxcars are 50’-7” in length with a capacity 
of either 5258 cu ft for standard cars, or 5119 cu ft for those equipped for DF (Damage Free) Loading. All B-70 
boxcars feature Hydra-Cushion underframes and were delivered with either Youngstown or Superior doors.

Proving to be a versatile addition to the SP/SSW fleet, these boxcars were later rebuilt for Golden West Service 
and could be seen carrying goods across the USA, Canada, and Mexico. Many can still be seen on the rails 
today, whether in their original SSW or SP paint, as former Golden West cars stenciled back into SP, or under 
entirely new ownership.

• Separately applied metal grab irons
• Scale sized draft gear with a detailed Hydra-

Cushion underframe
• Full underbody brake rigging
• Multiple door styles

The PC&F B-70-69/71/75 Boxcar features:
• Road number specific number patches
• Separately applied coupler cut levers
• Separate door tracks
• Factory-installed Rapido semi-scale knuckle 

couplers
• Newly tooled 70T trucks with turned metal 

33” wheels

Photos Courtesy of Brian Rutherford.



DEALER NAME:

Cotton Belt (SSW / Youngstown Doors)
Item #

6-Pack #1
170001

Road #
66655, 66680, 
66707, 66731, 
66748, 66791

Item #
Single Car

170001A

Road #
Road Number
Randomly Selected

Cotton Belt (SSW / Superior Doors)
Item #

6-Pack #1
170002

Road #
67177, 67198, 
67229, 67266, 
67311, 67342

Item #
Single Car

170002A

Road #
Road Number
Randomly Selected

Cotton Belt (SSW - DFL / Youngstown Doors)
Item #

6-Pack #1
170003

Road #
66818, 66830, 
66846, 66859, 
66872, 66886

Item #
Single Car

170003A

Road #
Road Number
Randomly Selected

Southern Pacific (SP / Youngstown Doors)
Item #

6-Pack #1
170004

Road #
243375, 243397, 
243408, 243450, 
243484, 243525

Item #
Single Car

170004A

Road #
Road Number
Randomly Selected

Southern Pacific (SP / Superior Doors)
Item #

6-Pack #1
170005

Road #
244039, 244053, 
244077, 244090, 
244116, 244149

Item #
Single Car

170005A

Road #
Road Number
Randomly Selected

Golden West Service - Galveston Railroad
(GVSR / Youngstown Doors)

Item #
6-Pack #1

170006

Road #
769001, 769037, 
769125, 769129, 
769191, 769194

Item #
Single Car

170006A

Road #
Road Number
Randomly Selected

SP Patch - Golden West Service (GVSR / Superior Doors)

Item #
6-Pack #1

170007

Road #
243764, 243776, 
243831, 243867, 
244057, 244111

Item #
Single Car

170007A

Road #
Road Number
Randomly Selected

Canadian National (CNA / Superior Doors)
Item #

6-Pack #1
170008

Road #
555004, 555007, 
555016, 555061, 
555070, 555087

Item #
Single Car

170008A

Road #
Road Number
Randomly Selected

Unlettered (Brown / Both Style Doors Included)

Item #
Single Car

170099

PC&F B-70-69/71/75
Boxcar

Ontario Northland (ONT / Youngstown Doors)
Item #

4-Pack #1
170009

Road #
2800, 2802, 
2803, 2807

Item #
Single Car

170009A

Road #
Road Number
Randomly Selected

*Ontario Northland comes in 4-pack or single car

Order Deadline  APRIL 17TH, 2023



If you stood anywhere between the CN Newmarket Sub and Bayview Jct, just east of Hamilton 
in the late 60s through the early 90s, you probably saw one of the most unique trains to run the 
line: The Ore Train. Rapido is pleased to announce the N Scale CN/ONR NSC-built Barrel Ore 
Hoppers!

This train plied the rails from two mines owned by Dofasco in Northern Ontario to their facility in 
Hamilton, Ontario. At first glance the cars look like a shrunken cylindrical hopper. The reason for 
the round shape and covered hatches was to keep the processed iron-ore pellets from becoming 
frozen or damp with moisture, which would aide in a quicker unloading process. They also 
came in two varieties: A 35’ “Short” version (Built in 1967) and a 42’ “Long” version (Delivered 
in two batches in 1973 and 1975). The later cars were designed with a longer wheelbase, as 
the original 35’ cars spanned the same length as the stick rail underneath, causing undue wear. 
Also unique is the “tire” that sits on top of the hatches. At the loadout, the tire comes into contact 
with a “scroll” that forces the hatches to open - taking two minutes to cycle a car or roughly an 
hour and twenty minutes for a unit train of 40 cars. Most times one would see CN and ONR cars 
mixed in each consist.

• Two carbodies representing short and long 
Barrel hoppers

• Super-detailed underbody including all 
separate airline piping 

• Barber S-2 100-ton Trucks with metal wheels
• Hopper bays feature highly detailed gates
• See-through, etched metal end platforms

The Barrel Ore Hopper features:

BARREL ORE HOPPER

3D render, subject to revisions.

CANADIAN NATIONAL - ONTARIO NORTHLANDCANADIAN NATIONAL - ONTARIO NORTHLAND

Order Deadline - June 15th, 2023

Single Car  $42.95  US /  $49.95 CAD

3-Pack  $128.85  US /  $149.85 CAD

6-Pack  $257.70  US /  $299.70 CAD



CN Mineral Brown (Long Barrel)
Item #

6-Pack #1
543001

Road #
346554, 346562, 
346598, 346623, 
346661, 646690

CN Mineral Brown (Short Barrel)

Single Car
543001A

Road Number
Randomly Selected

Item #
6-Pack #2

543002

Single Car
543002A

Road #
346558, 346574, 
346583, 346615, 
346629, 346681

Road Number
Randomly Selected

Item #
6-Pack #1

543003

Road #
346020, 346025, 
346029, 346032, 
346036, 346043

Single Car
543003A

Road Number
Randomly Selected

Item #
6-Pack #2

543004

Single Car
543004A

Road #
346045, 346051, 
346054, 346062, 
346067, 346084

Road Number
Randomly Selected

CN Scale Test Car (Short Barrel)
Road #
52283, 52284, 
52285

ONR Progressive Green (Short Barrel)

Road Number
Randomly Selected

Item #
6-Pack #1

543006

Road #
6501, 6505, 
6508, 6512, 
6517, 6520

Single Car
543006A

Road Number
Randomly Selected

Item #
6-Pack #2

543007

Single Car
543007A

Road #
6524, 6527, 
6529, 6530, 
6531, 6534

Road Number
Randomly Selected

ONR Chevron Scheme (Long Barrel)
Road #
6605, 6609, 
6612, 6618, 
6621, 6624

Undecorated (Long Barrel)

Road Number
Randomly Selected

Item #
6-Pack #2

543009

Single Car
543009A

Road #
6629, 6630, 
6633, 6636, 
6638, 6639

Road Number
Randomly Selected

Item #
Single Car

143098

Car Type

Long Barrel

Item #
3-Pack #1

543005

Single Car
543005A

Item #
6-Pack #1

543008

Single Car
543008A

Undecorated Kit (Short Barrel)
Item #

Single Car
143099

Car Type

Short Barrel

DEALER NAME:

BARREL ORE HOPPER
CANADIAN NATIONAL - ONTARIO NORTHLANDCANADIAN NATIONAL - ONTARIO NORTHLAND

Order Deadline - June 15th, 2023

Single Car  $42.95  US /  $49.95 CAD

3-Pack  $128.85  US /  $149.85 CAD

6-Pack  $257.70  US /  $299.70 CAD



GACX - Black (Long Barrel)
Item #

6-Pack #1
543010

Road #
1036, 1047, 
1052, 1067, 
1079, 1084

Single Car
543010A

Road Number
Randomly Selected

BARREL ORE HOPPER
CANADIAN NATIONAL - ONTARIO NORTHLANDCANADIAN NATIONAL - ONTARIO NORTHLAND

Order Deadline - June 15th, 2023

Single Car  $42.95  US /  $49.95 CAD

3-Pack  $128.85  US /  $149.85 CAD

6-Pack  $257.70  US /  $299.70 CAD

RMGX - Black (Long Barrel)
Item #

6-Pack #1
543011

Road #
5502, 5510, 
5517, 5523, 
5526, 5528

Single Car
543011A

Road Number
Randomly Selected

NIHX - ex ONR (Long Barrel)
Item #

6-Pack #1
543012

Road #
30100, 30105, 
30110, 30134, 
30152

Single Car
543012A

Road Number
Randomly Selected
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Dear Rapido Customer,

Welcome to the February newsletter.

It felt as though we spent a bit too long in Eeyore’s gloomy place last issue.
So, we’re a bit more upbeat this time; not exactly in full Tigger mode but
perhaps in the sort of mood that a bear of very little brain might be in, knowing
that it was soon time for a little smackerel of something…

ANDY: I know what you’ve been reading for bedtime stories recently…

https://s.rs6.net/t?e=YAa8iAvuejs&c=1&r=1
https://s.rs6.net/t?e=YAa8iAvuejs&c=3&r=1
https://s.rs6.net/t?e=YAa8iAvuejs&c=5&r=1
https://visitor.constantcontact.com/d.jsp?m=1138500243749&p=oi
https://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?cc=DLviral10
http://www.rapidotrains.co.uk/
https://campaignlp.constantcontact.com/em/1138500243749/f03992c0-56b2-4f74-a098-f99d7a7f5320


RICHARD: Indeed.

February has still been a time of ups and downs but the scales have tipped
more towards the ups than the downs.

So, let’s find out what’s been going on:

Team Rapido UK gets bigger
Hunslet update
VIX update
‘Iron Mink’ and Four-Plank Wagon update
Class 28 update
OAA update
'Big Goods' video
Expressions of interest: decision time!
Simply Southern status

And finally…
Jason explains why we have to have pre-orders

Right, let’s get on with it, shall we?



Corwin Bainbridge: Rapido UK's newest - and self-proclaimed vainest - team member!
Photograph: Linny Linehan

Welcome Corwin!



We’re delighted to announce that Corwin Bainbridge has officially joined the
Rapido Trains UK team as Senior Technical Graphic Ar�st & Content Creator.

Corwin has been using his prodigious artwork skills for us on freelance basis
since the early days of Rapido UK and is responsible for designing the
artworks for the Hunslet 16in, the Class 28 and the ‘Conflat Ps’ to name but
three.

But Andy has finally succeeded in persuading him to join us…

ANDY: You mean by reminding him what fun he could have working for a small
yet vibrant and forward-thinking business and the sense of satisfaction and
well-being that such a position could bring?

RICHARD: I would have said by constantly badgering him and wearing him
down until he said ‘yes’.

Anyway, welcome aboard Corwin!

No only will Corwin be overhauling our social media presence but, together
with Dan Thomas, will be forming a graphics team to be reckoned with… like
having Shearer and Sheringham up front.

ANDY: Is that a football reference?

RICHARD: Yeah. Personally, I would have said Grant Holt and Chris Martin but
I’m not sure how many readers would get that.

JASON: I would have said Laurel and Hardy.

ANDY: Ahem. Time to move on!

RICHARD: OK…



Please note that we have now sold out of all Hunslets versions so if you want one, you’ll
have to order through your local Rapido UK stockist… while they still have stocks

available.

Hunslets: an update

Good news!

Decoder manufacturer ESU has confirmed that the faulty component that
found its way into our ‘N’ gauge Class 28 is NOT present in the decoders fitted
to the Hunslet. That means that sound-fitted Hunslets are being despatched as
fast as humanly possible.

As we've completely sold out of Hunslets, maybe the time is right to think about
some new ones...



As with the Hunslets, all the VIXs have sold out here too. If you want one, you’ll have to
shop around to try to find some. 

VIX vans: an update

Good news!

The VIX ferry vans finally arrived and they too have been despatched as
quickly as Andy, Steve, Dan and Chris can. As with the Hunslets, the VIXs
seem to have been very well received, which is gratifying to know.

The less good news is that we – and by ‘we’ I mean me – have dropped a bit of
a clanger with two of the livery versions.

Firstly, I didn’t spot that the number on SKU910006 got missed off the final
factory artwork (even though it’s on the mock-ups!). Secondly, for a reason that
I still cannot fathom –



ANDY: You were probably confused that it wasn’t a Great Western steam
engine…

RICHARD: – when I was compiling the list of VIXs to produce wrote down the
number for SKU910007 as ‘B707187’ rather than B787187’. That number,
which is actually for a 16t mineral wagon, has got everywhere: our website,
retailers’ websites, press releases… and, of course, on to the side of the
model.

ANDY: We’ve explored all avenues to get these problems fixed in the UK but
the only available options is for them to take a little holiday to China…

RICHARD: I do apologise for making such a balls up and want to apologise to
anyone still waiting for their SKU910006 and SKU910007s. We’re doing
everything we can to get these fixed and into your hands as quickly as
possible.

You can order your 'Iron Mink' from your local Rapido stockist or direct from ourselves.

‘Iron Mink’ and Four-Plank Wagon update

Good news!

https://rapidotrains.co.uk/official-retailers/
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/gwr-iron-mink/


The GWR ‘Iron Minks’ and Diagram O21 opens have also arrived. Hurrah! And,
as with the Hunslets and VIXs, the ‘Minks’ are being despatched as quickly as
possible.

The GWR four-plank opens have also arrived and will be despatched very
soon as well. You can order your four-planks from your local Rapido stockist or
direct from ourselves.

There's now light at the end of the Class 28 decoder tunnel. Hopefully, it's not an
approaching Class 28...

Class 28s: an update

There’s even some good news on the 'N' gauge Class 28 front too: ESU has
promised us fresh decoders so that we can start to fix the faulty models that
have been returned to us.

We can only apologise for the delay as we’ve been in ESU’s hands while its
engineers have tried to find and fix the fault. ESU has told us that we’ve been
particularly unlucky: this problem was limited to just our sound-fitted Class 28s
and nothing else.

This fault affects most – but not all – models. If your sound-fitted Class 28 is
running fine, then there’s no need to do anything with it except enjoy it.

https://rapidotrains.co.uk/official-retailers/
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/gwr-four-plank-open-dia-o21/
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/metropolitan-vickers-type-2-british-rail-class-28/


However, if it does start to misbehave and needs fixing, please fill in the
warranty form and we’ll be in touch to get it sorted.

If your Class 28 is already with us, we thank you for your patience and we’ll get
it back to you as soon as we physically can.

Our 'OO' gauge OAAs are in production and should be ready to ship very soon.

First look: OAAs

It’s been a busy couple of months with new products arriving. We have a bit of
a breather for a few weeks before the next items arrive, which is likely to be the
'OO' gauge OAA open wagons.

The components have been made, painted and printed and are now being
assembled. We thought you’d like to see progress…

https://rapidotrains.co.uk/warranty-form/
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/br-diagram-1-191-oaa-open-wagon/


Here's the first in a series of images showing printed but not yet assembled OAA bodies.
Don't judge the colours too harshly as the photographs were taken in poor factory lighting!

This one is No. 100018 in BR bauxite with the yellow Air Braked Network spot
(SKU915002).

No. 100029 in BR bauxite with Corpach pool lettering (SKU915006).

https://rapidotrains.co.uk/product/oaa-no-100018-br-bauxite/
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/product/oaa-no-100029-br-bauxite-corpach-pool-lettering/


No. 100026 with patched BR bauxite livery and Corpach pool lettering (SKU915007).

No. 100040 with 'repaired' BR bauxite livery (SKU915008).

https://rapidotrains.co.uk/product/oaa-no-100026-br-bauxite-corpach-pool-patched-finish/
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/product/oaa-no-100026-br-bauxite-corpach-pool-patched-finish/


No. 100020 in Railfreight red/grey livery (SKU915009).

And while we're at it, we couldn't resist showing you progress on the '15XX':

A box full of '15XX' cabs ready for painting.

https://rapidotrains.co.uk/product/oaa-no-100020-railfreight-red-grey/
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/br-15xx-pannier-tank/
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/br-15xx-pannier-tank/


And here are the sprues containing the smokebox doors, cab backs and coal loads. All the
parts require removing from the sprue, tidying and gluing into place. We hope to be able to

bring you images of more complete '15XXs' in the near future.

As well as the OAAs and the '15XXs', we’re going to receive the SECR six-
wheel brakevans, the Southern eight-plank opens and The Titfield Thunderbolt

https://rapidotrains.co.uk/secr-20t-6-wheel-brake-van/
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/sr-8-plank-opens/
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/the-titfield-thunderbolt-70th-anniversary-range/
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/secr-20t-6-wheel-brake-van/
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/sr-8-plank-opens/
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/the-titfield-thunderbolt-70th-anniversary-range/


train packs (plus, of course, Lion, the ‘Loriot Y’ and the ‘Toads’ in their non-film
guises) between now and the summer. Busy doesn’t even come close!

You can click here or on the above image to watch our 'Big Goods' sample being tested.

‘Big Goods’ video

We promised you photographs of the Highland Railway ‘Big Goods’ this time…
well, we’re going to go one better because we’ve got a video to share with you.

This isn’t one of our usual slick productions but rather an insight into the
development of a model. Click here to watch it - or on the above image.

The point of an Engineering Prototype is that it is a prototype. It proves that the
moulds work properly and we not only assess them for looks but also for
performance.

https://rapidotrains.co.uk/the-titfield-thunderbolt-70th-anniversary-range/
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/gwr-loriot-y/
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/gwr-dia-aa20-toad/
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/the-titfield-thunderbolt-70th-anniversary-range/
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/gwr-loriot-y/
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/gwr-dia-aa20-toad/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pcGf-c1E3ec
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pcGf-c1E3ec
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/highland-railway-jones-goods-4-6-0/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pcGf-c1E3ec


EPs are not assembled by production line staff but, usually, by the design
engineers. That means that they can be a bit hit and miss in terms of their
finish and performance.

The first EP of our HR 'Big Goods'. Sadly, the samples don't perform as well as they look.
We'll bring you more photographs once we receive fresh samples.

In an ideal world, an EP would arrive and perform beautifully straight away. We
wouldn’t make any alterations and the model would be ready to enter
production. Some EPs do perform beautifully (our Lion is a case in point).
Sadly, most do not and the ‘Big Goods’ is a good example of this.

This video shows that the bogie wheels are not rotating properly. This was one
of a number of faults, which we have fed back to the factory. They are now
hard at work making revised samples, which we hope to be able to show off
very soon.

You can also see that the front frames with the prominent guard irons are
causing problems (not to mention that they’re positioned too wide). Based on
our assessment of the EPs, we’ve decided to make these an optional part, so
you can choose to fit them or not, depending on how generous the curves are
on your layout.

https://rapidotrains.co.uk/highland-railway-jones-goods-4-6-0/


If you missed our proper 'Big Goods' video, you can watch it either by clicking here or on
the above image.

Green light: the Wisbech & Upwell coaches in BR maroon will go into production.

Expressions of Interest: decision time

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EE7SWvo1AyA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EE7SWvo1AyA
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/wisbech-upwell-bogie-tramcars/


Remember that we had three Expressions of Interest open?

Two were for spoof liveries (the HR ‘big Goods’ in BR lined black and the
Wisbech & Upwell tramcars in BR crimson) plus an ‘O’ gauge version of the
‘J70’ tram engine.

Well, like all good TV shows, two got through but one didn’t make the cut.
Which one, you all ask? Well, let’s find out…

Good news: the Wisbech & Upwell coaches in BR maroon will be produced

Good news: the Highland Railway ‘Big Goods’ 4-6-0 in BR black will be
produced

Green light: the 'Big Goods' in BR lined black will go into production.

Sadly, the ‘O’ gauge ‘J70’ didn’t make it. Moving into ‘O’ gauge would be a big
risk for us and while we didn’t have a figure in mind that would have
guaranteed making it, the response didn’t give us the confidence to commit our
(still) quite limited resources to such a project. Especially with the economy as
it is.

The ‘O’ gauge ‘J70’ isn’t completely dead.

JASON: Is it just pining for the fjords?

ANDY: Don’t you start!

https://rapidotrains.co.uk/wisbech-upwell-bogie-tramcars/
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/highland-railway-jones-goods-4-6-0/
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/highland-railway-jones-goods-4-6-0/


RICHARD: Anyway, as I was saying, it’s not completely dead as we might
revisit it again when we’ve got some more projects under our belt and the
economy is in a healthier state.

One project not going ahead for the foreseeable future is the 'O' gauge 'J70'. One day
perhaps...



Cancelled: Simply Southern's LMS five-plank open wagon commission.

Simply Southern status

We were informed in mid-February that the future of Simply Southern is in
doubt. Due to personal circumstances, the proprietor is looking to sell the
business but if a buyer cannot be found, it will close at the end of March.
This means that the LMS five-plank open commissioned by Simply Southern
will be cancelled.



Low pre-orders for our fresh batch of 1:76 scale Fleetlines might mean that project gets
the chop. Using pre-orders as a way of gauging the market's response to a project is one

of the reasons why we have an order book system.



Oh, you can order a Fleetline by clicking here.

Thought of the month

We’ve received lots of correspondence from customers wondering why they
can’t order Hunslets or VIX vans on our website. The reason is that they’ve
sold out and retailers will only have them while stocks last.

This is a far cry from when you could walk into your local model shop and find
that they had plenty of whatever it was you were looking for. Rapido’s founder
and President, Jason Shron explains why things have changed.

Jason, over to you…

JASON: Thanks.

Pre-orders: we all hate them. We hate the fact that we have to rely on pre-
orders to make our products; you, our customers, hate having to commit to
models several years before they actually show up.

But they are a necessary evil and here's why:

Wind the clock back to the 20th Century and pre-orders were not needed at all
because model manufacturing was based on the ‘one size fits all’ principle. A
manufacturer could tool a model, make thousands at a time and churn out
multiple liveries in each production run. The cost per model was low while the
tooling cost was amortised (spread out) over huge runs and there were no
costly prototype-specific details to worry about.

https://rapidotrains.co.uk/fleetline/


Back in the '60s, model manufacturers would produce one body shell and offer it in all
manner of different liveries. Manufacturers such as Lima and Mainline moved things on a
step by offering key detail differences. Today, there are two 'OO' gauge Class 47s on the

market which both offer the smallest detail differences.

Over the last 25 years the hobby has moved more and more towards
prototype-specific everything. We can't tool one ‘E1’, for example, and just
paint it in LBSCR, Southern and BR liveries. Instead, we need to design and
make numerous body slides and inserts.

https://rapidotrains.co.uk/lbscr-e1/


A coloured render of our forthcoming LBSCR 'E1'. It's a hugely complex project requiring
many different slides to replicate all the detail differences. Unfortunately, such complexity

commands a high price tag.

A ’body slide’ is steel tooling that represents a whole new side, roof and/or end
of a model. For the ‘E1’ running plate moulds, there are slides for flush rivets
on the bufferbeams or pop-head rivets.

Inserts are different. These are sections of the mould that can be replaced by a
new section to get a variety of detail. For instance, we can use an insert for a
grille on a locomotive side; we swap different inserts on the mould to get
different grille styles.

Such complicated tooling costs a mint. One body mould for a 1970s BR diesel
could cost over £12,000. Then factor in all the slides and inserts and that cost
can end up more than doubled! And that’s just one part of the whole model!

https://rapidotrains.co.uk/lbscr-e1/


Compare this coloured render of the 'E1' in Southern Railway condition with the one
above. How many detail differences can you spot? Remember that each one you find will

costs money...

If Tri-ang or Hornby Dublo had been producing an ‘E1’, they would have one
body tooling and only the paint and lettering would have changed. If you still
wonder why models are so much more expensive now than they were ‘back in
the day’, here’s your reason.

Why is that relevant to pre-orders?

Pre-orders are a way for manufacturers and stores to cut down on their risk.
How else would we be able to determine how many models to make with era-
specific details? The Isle of Wight ‘E1’ has a completely different body from the
original LBSCR version. We need to know in advance how many of each style
to make.

https://rapidotrains.co.uk/lbscr-e1/
https://rapidotrains.co.uk/lbscr-e1/


We've also found that there are so many new releases coming out in our
industry every month that excess stock takes a long time to sell. Pre-ordering
prevents stores and manufacturers from having too much money tied up in
stock.





We ordered the second run of BCT 'New Look' Guys before we had our website's ordering
system operational. We used experience from the previous run and expert advice to

gauge the numbers we should produce... and unlike the Hunslets or the VIX vans, we sill
have plenty available to order!

The downsides of pre-ordering are plenty:

What if the manufacturer gets the details wrong when the model finally
arrives?
What if my interests change between when I pre-order and when I
receive the model?
What if this project is delayed and I’m in a position where I can no longer
afford it?
What if there are quality control problems when the models arrive?

These are valid concerns and Rapido and Rapido UK have not been immune
from any of them. All manufacturers have been dealing with delays in
production over the last few years, thanks to Covid, shortage of electrical
components, and delays in the logistics industry.

Models that should only take one year to come out are sometimes taking three
or four. This has been a huge challenge for the industry in terms of budgeting.
If a model takes three years to come out, that means we're waiting three years
from when we start paying the tooling costs to when we finally get paid by our
customers. That's a lot of financing spread over a large product line...

I don’t have to go into specifics about quality control issues or mistakes as,
unfortunately, this and the previous newsletter have had more than their share
of both. All good manufacturers will do their best to correct mistakes when they
happen. Similarly, all good manufacturers will endeavour to fix any quality
control issues that come up.

The Rapido UK team has worked extremely hard to do both.

https://rapidotrains.co.uk/birmingham-guy-arab-iv-bus/


Spot the deliberate mistake! Model manufacturers are only human and gaffes such as the
incorrect running number will always happen. But it's how the manufacturer responds to
issues that's important. Which is why we're sending this VIX back to the factory, at our

cost, to get it re-printed.

What's the answer?

We unveiled a new ‘HO’ scale locomotive at the recent Springfield Show (this
is the American equivalent of Warley) and it generated an unexpectedly
enthusiastic response. One of the reasons was because we were launching
the model with working samples rather than renders or very rough samples
that didn't work yet.

Last year Rapido UK unveiled something new every month. That’s hugely
exciting and a great way to get a new business noticed. But it’s not sustainable
long term.



Rapido Inc's new 'HO' scale General Electric 44-ton locomotives were unveiled with
working Engineering Prototypes. That has made a huge difference to the number of pre-

orders taken. Hopefully, we'll be able to do something similar in the UK.

Happily, it means that a most models due to be delivered over the next 12-24
months have already been announced. We can thus slow down our
announcements of products. This means that we’ll be at a stage where a new
announcement is accompanied with a fully working, corrected and bug-free
sample. This will bring the announcement-to-delivery time down considerably.

Sometimes we'll still have to launch with CAD or a not 100% perfect sample.
That is especially true when we honestly have no idea how a model will be
received. As Richard has only just mentioned, the O gauge J70s did not have
enough interest to make the project financially viable. I'm very glad we did not
commit to tooling that as we would have had a hard time covering our costs.

All we ask from you is to keep pre-ordering, whether it’s from your local retailer
or direct from our website. We need those pre-orders so that we know how

https://rapidotrains.com/ho-scale/diesel-locomotives/44-tonner.html


many models to produce and so we can be assured that we're making the
models you want.

The Rapido UK stand will make its next appearance at the London Festival of Railway
Modelling at Alexandra Palace on March 18th/19th, when we'll reveal what this is!

One last reminder...



The next newsletter is due to be published on March 16th, just before the
London Festival of Railway Modelling opens. That’s because we’ll be
announcing something at the show… and here is a sneak peek!

Any guesses as to what it is?

We’ll be at Ally Pally over the two days so come and see the samples of what
we’ll be announcing as well as having the opportunity to see the progress and
meet the Rapido UK team.

Thank you for making it to the end of another newsletter!

We'll see you on the 16th!

Best regards,

Richard

Richard Foster
Sales & Marketing Manager
Rapido Trains UK

You can write to us at Rapido Trains UK, Unit 3, Clinton Business Centre,
Lodge Road, Staplehurst, Kent TN12 0QF. Alternatively, you can call us on

03304 609496 or you can
e-mail us at customerservice@rapidotrains.co.uk

Check out our YouTube channel, Facebook page, Instagram and Twitter!

           

https://www.world-of-railways.co.uk/information/the-london-festival-of-railway-modelling
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYZGFL3T7fRiHJHJYgrWvrQ
https://www.facebook.com/rapidotrainsuk/
https://www.instagram.com/rapidotrainsuk/
https://twitter.com/RapidoTrainsUK
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